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THE STORY: A church Christmas program spins hilariously out of control in this
Southern farce about squabbling sisters, family secrets, a surly Santa, a vengeful
sheep and a reluctant Elvis impersonator. It's Christmas-time in the small tow
THE STORY: In this riotously funny Southern-fried comedy, the three Verdeen
cousins--Gaynelle, Peaches and Jimmie Wyvette--could not have picked a worse
time to throw their family reunion. Their outrageous antics have delighted local
gossips in the s
RANCHO MIRAGE is a bitingly funny black comedy about what happens when
the fictions that hold our lives together are exposed. In this sharp and surprising
sojourn into the psyche of modern-day America—where affluence is perhaps our
greatest mirage—three couples, long-time friends, find themselves at a dinner
party where everyone finally decides to tell the truth. RANCHO MIRAGE asks
what connects us when our youth, our dreams, and our last bottle of wine are
gone.
A classic tale by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo, America's beloved storyteller.
One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal Buloni goes down to the local
supermarket for some groceries – and comes home with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is
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no ordinary dog. It’s because of Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make friends.
And it’s because of Winn-Dixie that she finally dares to ask her father about her
mother, who left when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits, just about
everything that happens that summer is because of Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new
cover illustration by E. B. Lewis and an excerpt of Kate DiCamillo's newest novel,
Raymie Nightingale.
THE STORY: In this deliciously funny Southern-fried comedy, the Verdeen
cousins of Sweetgum, Texas — Gaynelle, Peaches, and Jimmie Wyvette — are up
against the clock as they frantically attempt to produce the ultimate high school
reunion before the old building is demolished. But they’ve got a bushel of
obstacles to overcome before they can pull off this miracle: Gaynelle is reeling
from the humiliating demise of her loathed ex-husband; Peaches’ romantic life
has tanked because the older her dates get, the more horrified they are by her
job as a mortuarial cosmetologist; and Jimmie Wyvette is trying to live down her
on-camera catfight with a local televangelist. To top it all off, the cousins have got
to impress a governor’s aide with their party-planning capabilities, so that they
can nab the plum job of throwing the governor’s birthday bash — and keep their
business afloat. Their scramble to prepare the perfect event is interrupted by the
exploits of their beloved Uncle Aubrey, who is in danger of getting throttled by the
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two octogenarian sisters he’s simultaneously romancing, and by threats from
their self-righteous Aunt LaMerle, who is determined to be crowned the final and
forever Guacamole Queen of Sweetgum High. And that’s before one of
Peaches’ former classmates arrives with a malevolent hand puppet and a score
to settle, Jimmie Wyvette hog-ties the sherrif with police tape, the high school
gym is blown away, and the desperate battle for Guacamole Queen heats up into
an outrageous fight to the finish. Chaos is side-splittingly achieved! A gut-busting
Jones Hope Wooten farce — and a stand-alone play in its own right — LAST
ROUND-UP OF THE GUACAMOLE QUEENS is the third and final comedy in the
Verdeen Cousins Texas Trilogy that begins with THE RED VELVET CAKE WAR
and continues with REX’S EXES. You’ll laugh so hard you might even consider
attending your next high school reunion!
This children's coloring book is full of happy, smiling, beautiful heroes. For
anyone who love octonauts, this book makes a nice gift for ages 2 to 6 years.
About the book: Each image is printed on a separate page to prevent bleedthrough You can display your artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame You will
be offered a lovely, high-quality illustrations in black and white with a color option
for its coloring. This remarkable coloring book will give fans of the beautiful
cartoon "Octonauts"positive emotions. This book is a godsend for those who
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want to unleash their artistic potential:)
The non-stop hilarity of this Southern-fried farce highlights one day in the life of
the Wilburn family of Mayhew, Arkansas. Meet D. Gene Wilburn, the owner and
proprietor of the Reel 'Em Inn, the finest little fishing lodge in the Ozarks. Well, it
used to be, but lately business is down, tourists are few, and the lone guest
who's just checked in—an extremely jittery Carmine DeLuca from Chicago—is only
there due to a location shift in the Witness Protection Program. Doesn't anybody
just want to fish anymore? Certainly not D. Gene's frustrated wife, Wanelle, who's
fed up with their lackluster romantic life. She's taken drastic steps to improve it
through hypnotic suggestion and, for the life of him, D. Gene cannot understand
why his pants keep falling down. D. Gene's feisty sister Maxie has her own
problems, chief among them battling ageism to resume her career in law
enforcement. She's determined to prove her worth by keeping Carmine DeLuca
alive through the weekend—a task that's going to prove to be much harder than
she bargained for since she keeps losing both her gun and the bullets. And she
never anticipated the gangster Camine's been dodging for the last five years,
Sonny Barbosa, is about to walk through the door, in hot pursuit of his sexy wife,
Lola. Seems the headstong Lola has driven hundreds of miles to the lodge to
follow her boytoy, D. Gene and Wanelle's son Ty. But Lola meets her match in
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Ty's seemingly innocent girlfriend, Jenna, whose patience has reached the
breaking point after months of waiting for Ty to come home. In the deliciously
funny romp that ensues, they all hide, lie, disguise themselves, cross-dress, and
slam doors chasing one another, while trying to figure out the source of an
increasingly awful stench. By then it's too late and the lodge is surrounded by
vicious critters and hungry varmints that have followed the odor down from the
hills. Yet by the delightfully chaotic climax of this one outrageous day, love
blossoms, truths are revealed, and the lives of all—family, guests and gangsters
alike—change in incredible and surprising ways. This side-splittingly funny Jones
Hope Wooten comedy is guaranteed to win your audiences over—hook, line, and
sinker!
A Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist follows Lynne Sposito's investigation into the
murders of her parents, Circuit Court judge Vincent Sherry and mayoral
candidate Margaret Sherry, an endeavor that brought her face-to-face with the
Dixie Mafia. Reissue.
In this outrageously funny comedy, it’s Christmas-time in the newest—and
tiniest—town in Texas. And it’s beginning to look a lot like trouble in Doublewide.
Not only are the trailer park residents dealing with the stress of the holiday
season, but they’ve just discovered that Doublewide is being doubled-crossed by
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the County. With their official incorporation papers in jeopardy, this band of
eccentric Texans throw themselves into taking on the “Big Guys.” Determined to
bolster their legitimacy, they first set their sights on the County-wide “Battle of
The Mangers” competition. They conspire to win this smackdown with their
“Nativity At The Alamo” entry…by any means possible. In addition to that shaky
undertaking and trying almost single-handedly to keep the new town afloat,
Mayor Joveeta Crumpler has to wrangle her celebrity-obsessed mother, her
beleaguered brother who’s being bullied by a pack of vengeful raccoons, and her
demoralized best friend who’s at the end of her rope from dating every loser this
side of the Rio Grande. To make matters worse, Joveeta finds herself
increasingly wary of the newest resident, Patsy Price. Patsy, fresh out of the local
mental institution, clearly has her own devious agenda and the County
competition over in Fayro is just the place for her to settle an old score. By the
time this full-tilt rocket ride of lunacy climaxes in a what-else-can-go-wrong live
television presentation, you’ll have doubled your Christmas spirit. So spend the
Yuletide in Doublewide and let this hilarious Jones Hope Wooten Comedy make
your Christmas merry and bright…because there’s no place like a good ol’ Texassized mobile home for the holidays!
From the tiny island that shaped the entire English language, to the island that
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terrified Dylan Thomas, there's more to Britain's tiny islands than you might think!
Have your own tiny adventure by visiting any of the 60 remarkable little islands
around Britain featured here. Although Britain boasts hundreds of tiny islands,
Dixe Wills has selected only the very best of them for this book. Found around
the coast, in lakes, in lochs, and on rivers, these little worlds are waiting for you
to discover them—whether you swim to them, walk to them at low tide, row to
them, or catch a dinky little ferry.
Editors Craig Pospisil and Danna Call compiled this new collection of more than
fifty monologues selected exclusively from Dramatists Play Service publications
from recent seasons. Inside these pages you will find an enormous range of
voices and subject matter, characters from their teens to their sixties and authors
of widely varied styles, but all immensely talented. These monologues represent
some of the best writing in the American theatre today, and we are proud to bring
them together in this new volume.
THE STORY: The Futrelle Sisters--Frankie, Twink, Honey Raye and Rhonda
Lynn--are in trouble again. This time, the problem is bigger than ever: Their
beloved hometown, Fayro, Texas, is in danger of disappearing, and it's up to the
sisters to save it f
Who killed Annabel Harper? When a popular teen beauty’s body is discovered
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by the pool at an elite tennis club, the regulars are shocked—especially twelveyear-old Evie and her best friend, Chelsea. While everyone else is haunted by
the teen’s death, Evie and Chelsea jump on the case, dogging the footsteps of
the lead detective as he investigates. As temperatures soar over the summer,
tensions rise, fingers are pointed, and a heroic act sets in motion a chain of
events readers will never see coming. In her debut mystery, The Underdogs,
Sara Hammel delivers a middle grade novel packed with suspense, intrigue, and
a breathtaking twist in the tradition of The Westing Game,
Dewey Frye is dead and the rest of his family is left to pick up the pieces -- that is
if they don't kill each other first. Not only does matriarch Dorothy have to contend
with sudden widowhood, but she's also faced with church-committee harpy
Ozella Meeks sticking her nose in the family business, Dewey's snake-in-thegrass brother making a grab for her house, and two grown daughters reliving
their childhood rivalry. Funerals bring out the worst, the best, and the funniest in
people, and the Fryes are no exception. A big-hearted comedy about family -Southern-style.
Traces the career of the influential African-American writer, citing the historical
backdrop of her life and work while considering her relationships with and
influences on top literary, intellectual, and artistic figures.
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** THE INSTANT NO.1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ** A REESE
WITHERSPOON BOOK CLUB PICK A #1 AMAZON BESTSELLER SOON TO
BE A MAJOR TV SERIES STARRING JULIA ROBERTS, FROM THE MAKERS
OF BIG LITTLE LIES 'The ultimate page turner. There's so much to love about
this roller coaster of a novel' - REESE WITHERSPOON 'A master storyteller.
Gripping, big-hearted and twisty' - GREER HENDRICKS 'Powerful, intense and
beautifully observed. A thriller with real heart' - T.M. LOGAN
________________________________________ IT WAS THE LAST THING
HE TOLD ME: PROTECT HER Before Owen Michaels disappears, he manages
to smuggle a note to his new wife, Hannah: protect her. Hannah knows exactly
who Owen needs her to protect - his sixteen-year-old daughter, Bailey, who lost
her mother tragically as a child. And who wants absolutely nothing to do with her
new stepmother. As her increasingly desperate calls to Owen go unanswered,
his boss is arrested for fraud and the police start questioning her, Hannah
realises that her husband isn't who he said he was. And that Bailey might hold
the key to discovering Owen's true identity, and why he disappeared. Together
they set out to discover the truth. But as they start putting together the pieces of
Owen's past, they soon realise that their lives will never be the same again... A
beautiful and thrilling mystery, perfect for readers of Lianne Moriarty and Celeste
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Ng. A VOGUE BEST BOOKS TO READ IN 2021 A GRAZIA BEST BOOK OF
2021 AN AMAZON BEST BOOK OF MAY 2021 READER'S DIGEST 50 BEST
BOOKS TO READ THIS YEAR A NETGALLEY BOOK OF THE MONTH
________________________________________ 'A brilliant thriller, superbly
crafted' - JANE CASEY 'Cancel all your plans before you start this one' - CHRIS
WHITAKER 'I adored this beautifully written thriller' - JO SPAIN 'A massive pageturner, really gripping' - LAURA MARSHALL 'Exactly what you want from a
thriller' - C.J. SKUSE 'It literally grabs hold of you and runs' - EMMA CURTIS
'Dizzying suspense and gorgeous prose' - RILEY SAGER
Summertime and the livin' ain't easy School's finally out, and eleven-year-old
Mitch Valentine is ready to get started on his extensive list of things to do with his
best friend - until his mom ruins everything with a surprise announcement. The
family is going to take a long trip halfway across the country, to stay with her
family down South. Mitch's reluctant summer visit to sweltering farm country tests
him in all sorts of ways, starting with his sense of humor. Pitkin, Louisiana, turns
out to be a place filled with challenges and dangers, from rope burns to raging
bulls. In this vivid and funny first novel, Mitch discovers that it's his own bad
decisions that can make for the biggest challenges and dangers of all.
THE STORY: In this side-splitting comic romp about marriage, career-driven
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Suzannah Hayden needs a lot more help on the home front than she's getting
from her husband, Gibby. Lately, nurturing his marriage of twenty-seven years
hasn't been the high
This play recounts the story of two chinstrap penguins who meet in the Central
Park zoo. They partner, adopt an egg, and raise a chick together. Based on the
temporarily banned book, 'And Tango makes three,' by Peter Parnell and Justin
Richardson.
The Dixie Swim ClubDramatists Play Service, Inc.The Dixie Swim ClubTheatre
TuscaloosaThe Savannah Sipping SocietyDramatists Play Service, Inc.
Mama’s back—so chaos can’t be far behind! This rip-roaring, hilarious, highoctane race to beat the stork begins when Walker Sprunt’s wife, Hayley, goes
into labor with their first child. The problem? She’s in Alabama, and he is in L.A.,
trying his best to get through a surprise visit from his meddling mother and his
bossy big sister, Savannah, when he gets the call. Unfortunately, an air traffic
controllers’ strike has just begun across the nation and Walker is at a loss for
what to do. But his Mama, as usual, is not. And when she proclaims “Family
Road Trip!,” Walker, from experience, knows disaster can’t be far behind. And is
he ever right—as the clock ticks, Mama and her squabbling offspring jump in a car
and sprint across two thousand miles of America and through its most
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unbelievably eccentric and colorful communities, and comedic chaos follows
them everywhere. Despite experiencing zany alien encounters near Roswell,
New Mexico, witnessing an uproarious last-minute wedding with off-their-rockers
relatives, participating unwillingly in a high-speed police chase across Texas,
surviving a churning river on a daiquiri party barge, and even escaping a wild
New Orleans Mardi Gras night court, this exuberantly desperate trio drive on,
determined to make it to Alabama before the new baby is born. And heaven help
anyone who gets in Mama’s way, because she WILL be in Birmingham in time
for the birth of her first grandchild! This flat-out-funny Jones Hope Wooten
comedy will get your motors racing as it delivers miles of smiles and loads of
laughs!
'There's your first problem. No Civil War movie ever made a dime. Or ever will.'
Hollywood, 1939: semi-independent mogul David O.Selznick has just shut down
production on the most eagerly anticipated movie in history - his megabudget
version of Margaret Mitchell's bestselling novel Gone with the Wind - scrapping
the original script and sacking the director in the process. Determined to produce
a rewrite in five days, he engages the reluctant services of ace script doctor Ben
Hecht - possibly the only person in America who has not read the novel - and the
movie's new director Victor Fleming, poached straight from the set of The Wizard
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of Oz . His reputation on the line, and with nothing but a stockpile of peanuts and
bananas to sustain them, Selznick locks himself in his office with his two
collaborators, and a marathon creative session begins...
"From the writers of the smash hit Red Hot Patriot: The Kick-Ass Wit of Molly
Ivins comes a comic look at one of our country's most beloved voices. Erma
Bombeck captured the frustrations of her generation by asking, "If life is a bowl of
cherries, what am I doing in the pits?" Discover the story behind America's most
beloved humorist who championed women's lives with wit that sprang from the
most unexpected place of all - the truth."
In Thurber's world, sex is less a quest for pleasure or an expression of love than
it is the retardation of emotion. And this is where Thurber makes her mark as an
artist: She shows us how some parents would rather keep their offspring in their
muck than Quirky and original, Lucy Thurber's STAY confirms the talent that the
playwright demonstrated a few years back in the equally brilliant Where We're
Born. But while her previous play was grounded in a rugged naturalism, STAY
sparkles with magic and surrea
The beloved New York Times bestselling author of the modern classic Frindle
celebrates books and the joy of reading with a new school story to love! Sixth
grader Alec can’t put a good book down. So when Principal Vance lays down the
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law—pay attention in class, or else—Alec takes action. He can’t lose all his
reading time, so he starts a club. A club he intends to be the only member of.
After all, reading isn’t a team sport, and no one would want to join something
called the Losers Club, right? But as more and more kids find their way to Alec’s
club—including his ex-friend turned bully and the girl Alec is maybe starting to
like—Alec notices something. Real life might be messier than his favorite books,
but it’s just as interesting. With The Losers Club, Andrew Clements brings us a
new school story that’s a love letter to books and to reading and that reminds us
that sometimes the best stories are the ones that happen off the page—our own!
Winner of the Rhode Island Children's Book Award (2019) Winner of the
International Reading Association and Children's Book Council: Children's
Choices List (2018) Winner of the Garden State Children's Book Award (2020)
2021 Grand Canyon Reader Award Nominee A Kansas William White Master List
Selection (2018 & 2019) An Arkansas Charlie May Simon Children's Book Award
Nominee (2019) A California Young Reader Medal Nominee (2019) A Nebraska
Golden Sower Award Nominee (2019) A Virginia Young Readers Program Award
Nominee (2019) A Minnesota Maud Heart Lovelace Award Nominee (2019) A
Missouri Mark Twain Award Nominee (2019) An Oregon Reader’s Choice Award
Nominee (2019) Praise for The Losers Club! * "Clements’s latest is engaging
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and funny. A laugh-out-loud first purchase for all middle grade collections, and a
solid read-aloud choice for classrooms."—School Library Journal, Starred Review
"Clements is out to celebrate reading in all its obsessiveness, and...tosses in
shout-outs to a passel of other writers. [The Losers Club] gives fried bookworms
everywhere the satisfaction of knowing that friends may desert them (if only
temporarily) but books never will. "—The New York Times Praise for Andrew
Clements! “Clements is a genius.” —The New York Times “We have never read
an Andrew Clements book that we haven’t loved.” —The Washington Post
THE STORY: In this delightful, laugh-a-minute comedy, four unique Southern
women, all needing to escape the sameness of their day-to-day routines, are
drawn together by Fate—and an impromptu happy hour—and decide it’s high time
to reclaim the enthusiasm for life they’ve lost through the years. Randa, a
perfectionist and workaholic, is struggling to cope with a surprise career
derailment that, unfortunately, reveals that she has no life and no idea how to get
one. Dot, still reeling from her husband’s recent demise and the loss of their
plans for an idyllic retirement, faces the unsettling prospect of starting a new life
from scratch—and all alone. Earthy and boisterous Marlafaye, a good ol’ Texas
gal, has blasted into Savannah in the wake of losing her tom-cattin’ husband to a
twenty-three-year-old dental hygienist. The strength of her desire to establish a
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new life is equaled only by her desire to wreak a righteous revenge on her ex.
Also new to town, Jinx, a spunky ball of fire, offers her services as a muchneeded life coach for these women. However, blinded by her determination and
efforts to get their lives on track, she over-looks the fact that she’s the one most
in need of sage advice. Over the course of six months, filled with laughter,
hilarious misadventures, and the occasional liquid refreshment, these middleaged women successfully bond and find the confidence to jumpstart their new
lives. Together, they discover lasting friendships and a renewed determination to
live in the moment—and most importantly, realize it’s never too late to make new
old friends. So raise your glass to these strong Southern women and their fierce
embrace of life and say “Cheers!” to this joyful and surprisingly touching Jones,
Hope, Wooten comedy!
THE STORY: In this hilarious, fast-paced comedy, the inhabitants of one of the
smallest trailer parks in Texas—four doublewides and a shed—are thrown for a
loop when they realize the nearby town of Tugaloo is determined to annex them.
And it’s not as if they don’t already have enough to deal with. Joveeta Crumpler
has had it up to here, having been passed over again for a promotion at work. On
top of this, she has an ongoing battle to keep her feisty mother, Caprice, out of
the local bar and worries that her good-ol’-boy brother, Baby Crumpler, is taking
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his participation in a womanless beauty pageant way too seriously. Joveeta’s bighearted best friend, Georgia Dean Rudd, is struggling to keep her diner and
finances afloat, but she just can’t curb her impulse to take in every stray cat,
possum, and armadillo that wanders by. Then there’s Big Ethel Satterwhite,
who’s nobody’s fool. But tough as she is, she’s continually frustrated by her
clients at Stairway To Heaven Retirement Village as well as her mule-headed
husband, O.C., who shows far more affection for his BarcaLounger than he does
for Big Ethel. And all the residents are plagued by Haywood Sloggett, the
curmudgeon from across the road, who loathes their “trailer-trash” ways,
especially their keeping a life-size illuminated nativity scene up year ’round. But
these friends, enemies, and neighbors realize they’ll have to work together to
defeat the encroaching annexation if they—and their way of life—have a
snowball’s chance to survive being swallowed up by “the big guys.” The
rollicking mayhem of this flat-out funny Jones Hope Wooten comedy escalates as
the residents attempt to secede from Texas, discover a traitor in their midst, and
turn the tables in a surprising and side-splitting finale. So grab your Stetson and
come on over to Doublewide, Texas, where life is double the fun, double the joy,
and where audiences double over with laughter!
This joyful and exuberant, yet ultimately touching, comedy focuses on three
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women at crossroads in their lives—the Wild sisters of Winedale, Virginia—Fanny
and Willa and their frustratingly quirky sister-in-law, Johnnie Faye. This feisty and
fun-loving trio has supported and cheered one another through life’s highs and
lows through the years, including the early demise of two of their husbands. And
they really need each other now as Fanny experiences a hilariously inappropriate
reaction to her 60th birthday while Willa is so stressed out from her nursing job
she resorts to vodka and speed-knitting to cope and Johnnie Faye, determined to
put her year of fraught widowhood behind her, desperately tries to find a
man—preferably a man with a house since hers is somewhere at the bottom of a
Florida sinkhole. These women’s lives are further upended by the responsibility
of caring for their free-spirited, ailing aunt and the realization that they are
drowning under loads of family keepsakes and possessions nobody
wants—especially them! With equal doses of hilarity and heart, these
extraordinary women come up with delightful and surprisingly unorthodox ways to
clear the clutter from their lives, their homes and their relationships so they can
move their lives forward. Together they prove it’s never too late to take another
one of life’s paths for a grand new adventure. This Jones Hope Wooten comedy
is guaranteed to drive you wild with laughter—and motivate you to keep hounding
the kids to please take that stack of quilts and Granny’s Christmas china!
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Since Europeans first settled along Jacksonville s riverbanks in the 16th century,
the area has been a diverse community that thrives not only on commerce,
music, and the arts but also on the advantages of a subtropical climate and
waterside lifestyle. The city grew up around a crossing point for cattle in the St.
Johns River and first became known as Cowford. The Great Fire of 1901 left
10,000 people homeless but not defeated. The ashes gave birth to a new era
with strong architecture and a new resolve. Considered a friendly town for African
Americans, Jacksonville was home to Harlem Renaissance artists as well as civil
rights leaders. A bit laid back, the city has still managed to be on the cutting edge
it was the home of the Navy s Blue Angels as well as Southern rock and one of
the country s first skateboard parks."
THE STORY: Hilarity abounds when the feisty females of Eden Falls, Georgia,
decide to shake up their lives. The action in this rollicking Southern comedy takes
place in SPA-DEE-DAH!, the abandoned church-turned-day-spa where this
group of friends g
National Book Award finalist Julie Anne Peters delivers a moving, classic love
story with a coming out theme and a modern twist. With a steady boyfriend, the
position of Student Council President, and a chance to go to an Ivy League
college, high school life is just fine for Holland Jaeger. At least, it seems to be.
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But when Cece Goddard comes to school, everything changes. Cece and
Holland have undeniable feelings for each other, but how will others react to their
developing relationship? This moving love story between two girls is for fans of
Nancy Garden's classic young adult coming out novel, Annie on My Mind. With
her characteristic humor and breezy style, Peters has captured the compelling
emotions of young love.
THE STORY: In this hilarious comedic romp, four friends have sworn to keep the
promise they made on the night of their Senior Prom: to be in each other's
weddings...no matter what. More than thirty years later, these Southern friendsfor-life are still maki
Insiders' Guide to Glacier National Park is the essential source for information to this outdoor
paradise that offers diverse opportunities for fun and adventure. Written by a local (and true
insider), this guide offers a personal and practical perspective of Glacier and its surrounding
environs.
THE STORY: ...And, yes, it's set in Texas! This deliriously funny Southern-fried farce finds the
Verdeen cousins of Sweetgum, Texas--Gaynelle, Peaches and Jimmie Wyvette--teetering on
the brink of disaster again. Gaynelle, frustrated and frazzled from
Mornings are generally quiet on the Outer Banks, as fishermen, whale watchers, and
beachcombers alike revel in the breathtaking sunrises that only the North Carolina coastline
can offer. In Duck, the hypnotic sound of seagulls flying overhead is interrupted by mustangs
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galloping across acres of undisturbed land. The book captures the essence of these delicate
barrier islands with an artist's eye, while weaving a timeless history between the mesmerising
images. Even the Outer Banks' lifelong residents will discover breathtaking views through the
book's photographs, some of which were taken from remote parts of the island that many
people have never even visited.
Cast size: medium.
The Fontaine's beloved pet has a problem, her fur turns into money! School is out for the
summer and Dax and Dean's dog, Nuzzles, unknowingly jumps through the End of the
Rainbow coating her fur with Rainbow Dust and when she sheds, it turns into money! Hiding
Nuzzles and her secret leads the Fontaines to spend their summer vacation in a tree house
and silence a troublemaker cousin from exposing their secret. Follow the Fontaine family as
they spend the entire summer hiding piles of cash, searching out why this is happening and
keeping their adored Nuzzles out of harm's way.
Theater on the Cape began in 1916 when a group of artists and writers in Provincetown
mounted a production of a one-act play, Bound East for Cardiff, by a little-known playwright,
Eugene O'Neill. They staged the play in a rickety old theater on a wharf in what was then little
more than a sleepy fishing village. From that artists' colony--and others like it across the Cape
and Islands--it grew into the constantly expanding theater universe it is today. The theatrical
descendants of O'Neill and the Provincetown Players continue to present classical drama,
contemporary hits and new, experimental works to audiences that have come to expect the
best. In her tour of the theaters from Provincetown to Falmouth, author and entertainment
columnist Sue Mellen reveals the rich past behind a unique cultural treasure.
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